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La Martina 

"Shop in Style"

La Martina is a trendy boutique in Lyon's Les Cordeliers. The Argentine

label carries a line of men's, women's and children's clothing. The

sportswear and casual clothing brand also has a selection of polo wear

and accessories for the sport. This flagship store has the latest collections

that change every season. From chic well-cut pants to polo tees, there is

plenty to update your wardrobe here. The store itself reflects the brand

perfectly, a blend of rustic and refined, with bare brick and warm woods.

Step in for the latest in polo fashion.

 +33 4 7837 0782  www.lamartina-lyon.fr/  10 Rue Jean Tournes, Les Cordeliers,

Lyon
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VDC/B 

"Up Your Style Quotient"

The Village des Créateurs Boutique styled as VDC/B is a trendy store that

showcases the works of over 70 French designers from the Rhone Alps

region. Fashion, home decor and graphic design all find their place at this

trendy store. Browse the shop for quirky accessories, elegant clothes,

stylish shoes, urban fashion and more. Labels like Arsene and Laurent,

Marie Antoinette, Atelier 225, Brown Red, and Valome can be found here.

The collection is constantly changing, so there is always something new to

discover here. If you're looking for unique gifts, don't miss a visit to

VDC/B.

 +33 4 6984 5008  boutique@villagedescreateurs.com  19 Rue Rene Leynaud, Passage

Thiaffait, Lyon
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New Look 

"Fashion Forward"

New Look, located in the Part Dieu mall, is a clothing store for men,

women, and kids. This high-street brand is known for its moderately

priced, yet stylish clothing that allows you to sport the latest looks at a

fraction of the cost. From cute dresses to hip hop-inspired graphic tees,

the collection here is diverse enough to appeal to a varied clientele.

Generally frequented by teens, this store has a youthful vibe and is good if

you're looking for the newest trends at reasonable prices.

 +33 4 3757 1949  www.newlook.com/store-

finder/LyonPartDieu-FR-1600002

 17 Rue du Dr. Bouchut, Lyon Part Dieu

Mall, Lyon
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Zara 

"Style Personified"

Zara is a Spanish label known all around the world for its classic, effortless

styles. The store has a range of apparel for men, women, and kids. The

store has a wide collection from formal yet chic work wear to elegant

party dresses and stylish casuals. Besides clothing, you'll also find an

excellent selection of Zara brand-name accessories to complement your

wardrobe. A must-have label for every fashionista, Zara makes it easy to

keep up with the latest trends.

 +33 4 7216 2000  www.zara.com/de/  112 Cours Charlemagne, Pole de

Commerces et de Loisirs Confluence,

Lyon
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